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Abstract: This paper presents a detailed comparison of using Reynolds Averaging Navier-Stokes 12 

(RANS) approach in predicting wind pressure on a super-tall 406 m slender tower with circular cross-13 

section. The results obtained from wind tunnel tests using a rigid model approach in a boundary layer 14 

wind tunnel (BLWT) were compared to that of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) numerical 15 

simulations. The main objective of this study is to critically investigate the possibility of using RANS 16 

turbulent model based CFD approach in tall building design. Three different RANS turbulence models 17 

were compared with the wind tunnel data in predicting flow characteristics. The detailed wind tunnel 18 

experimental procedure and numerical approach are discussed and presented. It was shown that the shear 19 

stress transport (SST) variant model, 𝑘 − 𝜔 𝑆𝑆𝑇, could predict pressure coefficients comparable to that 20 

of the wind tunnel experiments. The influence of flow separation point on flow characterisation and 21 

pressure prediction is highlighted. The improvement that can be made in the near-wall region in the 22 

finite volume mesh to achieve an accurate separation point is presented. The effects of Reynolds number 23 

produced in the wind tunnel and scaled-down numerical models were compared with the anticipated 24 

full-scale flow Reynolds number. Hence, it is shown that a correct modelling technique in CFD using 25 

RANS turbulence models can be used as an alternative design approach of super-tall structures to 26 

estimate wind-induced pressures. 27 
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1. INTRODUCTION 31 

The global demand for super-tall structures is increasing, driven by many factors, including the need to 32 

provide solutions to highly populated cities, the desire to build iconic landmarks, or even to demonstrate 33 

the prowess of a sovereign state. China’s Shanghai Tower, Dubai’s Burj Khalifa, and the under-34 

construction Jeddah Tower in Saudi Arabia (which is to reach a total height of 1000 m), are a few 35 

examples of the recent trend and global competition in the super-tall structures domain. Recent 36 

advancements in construction capabilities, materials and design techniques have assisted the ability to 37 

build such structures. The design of super-tall structures greater than 300 m in height is usually governed 38 

by lateral load stability due to wind loads [1]. 39 

 40 

Free-standing towers that are used for multifunctional purposes are gaining popularity, especially with 41 

advancements in telecommunications technology. Good examples of such structures include Australia’s 42 

Sydney Tower Eye, Canada’s CN Tower, and Malaysia’s KL Tower. These structures are slender and 43 

generally exhibit circular or rounded sections. Slender structures usually attribute long natural periods 44 

of vibration and are sensitive to the dynamic nature of wind. Circular sections advocate a higher 45 

frequency of vortex shedding in comparison to commonly used shapes such as squares and rectangles 46 

[2]. Concave and curved surfaces generally provide complex flow patterns when air passes around/over 47 

them due to their shapes and resulting pressure gradient. Circular and elliptical sections are highly 48 

sensitive to Reynolds number, roughness and turbulence [3]. This highlights one of the important aspects 49 

of studying the aerodynamic effects of such structures as there is limited research on super tall buildings 50 

with circular cross-sections.   51 

 52 

The design of tall buildings are included in modern wind engineering codes of practice where 53 

approximate procedures for load evaluation and building acceleration are provided. However shape and 54 

height limitations are imposed where for the case of a non-typical geometry, experimental procedures 55 

in the form of wind tunnel tests are recommended [4]. Also standards such as the AS1170.2:2011 [4] 56 

have limitations with regard to the dynamic properties of the building where for structures with 57 
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fundamental frequencies of less than 0.2 Hz isn’t covered. Since most super tall structures exhibit fairly 58 

long natural periods wind tunnel testing is recommended [4].      59 

One of the main outcomes from such analysis is to obtain pressure distributions on the surface of the 60 

building using a rigid model approach [1]. In general practice, typical wind tunnel data is used in the 61 

design of façades and also can be used for the calculation of lateral loads using a technique known as 62 

high frequency pressure integration (HFPI) [1, 5, 6]. However, wind tunnel testing has its own 63 

limitations, including the misrepresentation of Reynolds number due to the use of scaled models. The 64 

effect of Reynolds number on the pressure coefficients of circular cylinders has been investigated by 65 

Roshko [7] and Achenbach [8]. The results showed distinct differences between the pressure values 66 

produced by flows with different Reynolds numbers. The values of the Reynolds numbers in full-scale 67 

wind flow and the scaled-down models used in a wind tunnel can be significantly different. Practitioners 68 

generally employ rough surfaces to simulate turbulent flow which is comparable to real-life conditions; 69 

however, this is a rudimentary method as the degree of roughening required to simulate real wind 70 

behaviour is unknown. Therefore, substantial parametric studies are required before selecting suitable 71 

roughness elements for a given application. In addition, practical constraints such as time, costs and the 72 

need for technical expertise can be additional limitations of regular wind tunnel tests. 73 

 74 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is increasingly used in wind engineering to analyse wind loads, 75 

pollutant dispersions, pedestrian-level wind comfort and wind energy harvesting, as discussed by 76 

various authors [9-13]. The main advantage of CFD is the ability to simulate full-scale models with the 77 

inclusion of full-scale atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) flows within a virtual domain. Also, while 78 

parameters are only measured at selected points on the wind tunnel model, CFD provides detailed 79 

information about wind velocities, wind pressures, and wind concentration at any grid point within the 80 

flow domain [14]. Additionally, in contrast with the conventional wind tunnel methods which require 81 

material, labour and time resources, CFD offers more flexibility in conducting parametric studies for 82 

different flow conditions, geometries and complex surroundings at a reduced cost [15]. Turbulence 83 

modelling is at the heart of CFD, where different models can be employed to simulate the flow of wind. 84 

In practical applications of CFD, turbulence models can be broken down into two types, namely, scale 85 
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resolving models (large eddy simulations (LES), detached eddy simulation (DES) and scale adaptive 86 

simulation (SAS)) and Reynolds Averaging Navier-Stokes (RANS) [16]. LES is a step down from direct 87 

numerical simulation (DNS) and unlike RANS, which models all scales of eddies, LES resolves the 88 

largest eddies and models the smaller scales by a filtering method based on the computational grid [17]. 89 

LES requires a considerable amount of computational power and is usually used as a research tool, 90 

whilst RANS is considered in practical engineering applications of CFD. The application of CFD for 91 

tall structures has been investigated by various authors where the main subject of these studies has been 92 

the 184 m tall CAARC (Commonwealth Advisory Aeronautical Council) standard building, as defined 93 

by Melbourne [18]. For instance, Huang et al. [12] showed that CFD results are comparable to that 94 

obtained from the wind tunnel. They also investigated the effects of inlet conditions on the mean and 95 

RMS (root mean square) pressure variations on the building. Braun and Awruch [19] conducted complex 96 

numerical simulations using LES where fluid structure interaction (FSI) for the building was assessed 97 

and was found to be comparable to the aeroelastic response obtained from the wind tunnel. Dagnew and 98 

Bitsuamlak [20] also employed LES and studied different inflow conditions where pressure 99 

measurement readings were studied under these different influences.  Zhang et al. [21] performed zonal 100 

DES simulation where the unsteady fluid loads are transferred to a structural modal analysis and the 101 

resulting building responses were compared to wind tunnel results. More recently, Meng et al. [22] 102 

evaluated and compared pressure distributions  of a full scale CAARC building in CFD to that of wind 103 

tunnel results and showed good correlation. The general consensus from these studies is that CFD can 104 

be used in wind engineering applications for tall buildings and show comparable results to that obtained 105 

from wind tunnel tests. The CAARC building’s popularity is due to its simplistic geometry which offers 106 

fairly complex aerodynamic flow. Also, the CAARC building is well-documented as a number of wind 107 

tunnel tests have been conducted by several authors and are readily available [18, 23]. Apart from the 108 

CAARC building, comparisons of turbulence models on the wind environment around  high rise 109 

structures [24, 25] and aerodynamic optimisations of building shapes [11, 26, 27] are some other 110 

applications of CFD in the tall buildings domain. From these studies it is clear that majority of research 111 

on CFD on tall buildings are focused on geometries such as square and rectangular cross-sections. Whilst 112 

square and rectangular shapes are considered to be common shapes for low to medium rise buildings, in 113 
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the modern world tall buildings usually inhibit curved and rounded surfaces that are aesthetically 114 

pleasing. These curved features usually invoke complex aerodynamic flow behaviour around the 115 

structure which are different to those observed in square or rectangular cross-sections. The studies 116 

mentioned above use high fidelity turbulence models such as LES which show good correlations with 117 

experimental outcomes but have achieved this at a high cost of computational time/resources. Also, the 118 

ability of certain RANS models such as 𝑘 − 𝜔 𝑆𝑆𝑇 has scarcely been fully explored for tall buildings. 119 

For 2D simulations, 𝑘 − 𝜔 𝑆𝑆𝑇 has shown to be superior in pressure predictions [28, 29] compared to 120 

other 𝑘 − 𝜀 type models especially for geometries where separation due to adverse pressure gradients is 121 

to be expected. Also in more recent application of RANS for structures, Xing et al. [30] showed that the 122 

𝑘 − 𝜔 𝑆𝑆𝑇 to better predict pressures and capture separation of flow than other RANS models. Hence 123 

it is beneficial to explore the capability of current RANS turbulence models on tall structures which 124 

exhibit circular cross section or other curved faces in a 3D spatial setting.  Existing buildings such as 125 

the KL tower in Malaysia and Lotus tower in Sri Lanka are very good examples of such buildings. This 126 

calls for a study where a tall building needs to be assessed both experimentally and numerically in CFD 127 

beyond the geometry configurations of the CAARC building and other square/rectangular shapes. Most 128 

of the available literature investigate buildings with height below 200 m (as highlighted, CAARC 129 

building which is 184 m tall) and doesn’t qualify as a super-tall structure. Therefore the present study 130 

addresses this research gap by presenting comprehensive experimental and numerical investigation on 131 

a supper tall building structure with a complex geometry.  132 

 133 

As aforementioned, the aerodynamic characteristics of circular cross-sections are quite complex and 134 

different to that of square sections. Whilst numerous studies have been conducted for tall buildings with 135 

square and rectangular cross-sections, very limited research has been done on circular sections, 136 

especially on super-tall structures. Furthermore, there is no clear comparison reported between CFD and 137 

wind tunnel data for windward, leeward and crosswind. In this paper, a 406 m super-tall tower with 138 

circular cross-sections of varying diameters along its height was studied. A wind tunnel study was 139 

conducted in the University of Sydney’s boundary layer wind tunnel (BLWT). Numerical simulations 140 

in the form of CFD were conducted using ANSYS Fluent [31], and comparisons were made with the 141 
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experimental results. The circular cross-sectioned structure was critically analysed, with a focus on 142 

providing a practical engineering approach for the wind design of slender super-tall structures. With the 143 

increasing trend towards the use of scale-resolved turbulence models, this study aims to achieve accurate 144 

prediction of wind-induced pressures by investigating different RANS turbulence models. Furthermore, 145 

the impact of scaling is studied in the numerical setting to identify the difference between wind 146 

distributions on scaled and full-scale models. Thus, the main aim of this study is to provide an approach 147 

which is computationally affordable at obtaining mean wind pressures using RANS as opposed to a 148 

more computationally demanding turbulence model such as LES. The study presents various modelling 149 

techniques and parameters that users could use to further improve the capabilities of RANS turbulence 150 

modelling. 151 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND DESIGN 152 

The general geometry of the building was defined by the authors, considering many similar worldwide 153 

structures. Mainly inspired by the KL Tower in Malaysia, the tower in consideration is graphically 154 

presented in Figure 1, consisting of four key segments, namely the base, shaft, bulb and spire of the 155 

tower. The tower is 406 m in height and consists of circular cross-sections of varying diameters. The 156 

average diameters at the base, shaft and bulb of the tower are 50 m, 15 m and 24 m, respectively. The 157 

height of the tower excluding the spire is 300 m, which means that the spire accounts for approximately 158 

1/4 of the height of the tower. The tower is assumed to be located in a terrain category 2 zone, as defined 159 

in AS/NZS 1170.2:2011 [4].  160 
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Figure 1: Graphical representation of the tower used in this study 

2.1. Model Creation 161 

The foremost step of the modelling procedure involved choosing an appropriate model scale to create 162 

an accurate representation of the selected building. Generally, a scale between 1/300th and 1/400th is 163 

recommended for buildings [1]. In this study, a scale of 1/300th is used to achieve a satisfactory 164 

distribution of pressure points along the height of the building. This also satisfies the blockage ratio 165 

requirement from a standard wind tunnel test. The material used in the 3D printing was acrylonitrile 166 

butadiene styrene (ABS), which is a flexible (non-brittle) plastic recommended for wind tunnel model 167 

preparation. One of the main concerns in the model preparation was the surface finish. The surface 168 

roughness of the model can affect the behaviour of flow around circular bodies, which directly affects 169 

pressure coefficients on the crosswind face and the leeward face of circular bodies [32]. Hence, a high-170 

quality surface finish was achieved to represent a smooth surface on the model, which is then 171 

comparable to the numerical simulation discussed in subsequent sections of this paper. A total of 126 172 

pressure taps were used, with 63 on each side in the windward and crosswind surfaces. The 63 pressure 173 

taps were evenly distributed along the height of the building, with an average spacing of 16 mm (5 m in 174 

full-scale). Using a large length scale (1:300) enabled a high resolution of pressure taps along the height 175 

of the building. The model was printed in parts, as shown in Figure 2, and was assembled together once 176 

the pressure taps had been fixed. 177 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 2: (a) 3D model parts, (b) half combined, (c) two halves together, once the pressure tube was fixed  

2.2. Setup & Preparation 178 

The wind tunnel used for this study was the BLWT in the School of Civil Engineering at The University 179 

of Sydney. The tunnel is a closed loop system with a testing section measuring 19 m long, 2.5 m wide 180 

and 2 m high. It is capable of handling a top speed of 27 m/s at full capacity. The building was subjected 181 

to a turbulent boundary layer flow, where a velocity profile and turbulence intensity profiles were 182 

created within the tunnel. The wind profile used for this study was based on AS 1170.2:2011 [4] terrain 183 

category 2, with a roughness height (𝑧𝑜) of 0.02 m. One of the main limitations in using the guidelines 184 

of AS 1170.2:2011 for tall and super-tall buildings is the imposed height restriction where profiles are 185 

defined up to 200 m. However, the velocity profile can be extended based on the Harris and Deaves 186 

model [33, 34].  Similarly, the turbulence intensity profile for terrain category 2 can be extended using 187 

Eq. 1 [2], where 𝐼𝑢(𝑧) is the turbulence intensity at any given height 𝑧 (m).  188 

 
𝐼𝑢(𝑧) =

1

𝑙𝑛 (
𝑧

𝑧𝑜
)
 

Eq. 1 

The wind and turbulence profiles were generated in the wind tunnel by using roughness elements and 189 

spires, as shown in Figure 3. A trial and error process was used, where the blocks were placed in different 190 

locations until the appropriate velocity profile and turbulence were achieved at the building location. A 191 

cobra probe was used to measure the velocity in three directions at specified increments. Figure 4a shows 192 

a comparison of the terrain 2 boundary layer wind profile according to AS 1170.2 and the wind tunnel 193 
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tests. The Y-axes are scaled-up to the real height and the X-axes show the normalised velocity at the 194 

building location. Similarly, Figure 4b shows the turbulence intensity plot.    195 

  

Figure 3: Wind tunnel setup: (a) the building, (b) roughness elements used in the wind tunnel  

 
 

a: Normalised velocity vs height b: Turbulence intensity vs height 

Figure 4: Normalised velocity and turbulence intensity recorded in the wind tunnel and scaled-up to real 

height 

Prior to testing, the wind tunnel was calibrated against atmospheric pressure. The tunnel was also 196 

equipped with two pitot static tubes, with one of the pitot tubes fixed to the ceiling. The main purpose 197 

of the first pitot tube was to determine the free stream velocity in the tunnel, which was used for setting 198 

the tunnel at the correct testing speed. The second pitot tube was located at the reference height of the 199 

building, which was approximately 1 m downstream of the building. This was used to record the total 200 

and static pressures at the reference height. From this, the dynamic pressure could be determined using 201 

Bernoulli’s Equation, as shown in Eq. 2. These pressure values, namely the total pressure, static pressure 202 

and the dynamic pressure, were then used as normalisation values to determine the pressure coefficients 203 

at each pressure tap.  204 
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 𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 +  𝑃𝑑𝑦𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐 =  𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  Eq. 2 

The dimensionless pressure coefficients can then be expressed as shown in Eq. 3: 205 

 
𝐶𝑝 =

𝑃 − 𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐

𝑃𝑑𝑦𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐
 

Eq. 3 

where 𝐶𝑝 is the pressure coefficient, 𝑃 is the pressure measured at the tap, and 𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐  and 𝑃𝑑𝑦𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐  are 206 

the static and dynamic pressures measured at the reference height by the pitot tube.  207 

 Wind tunnel testing in this study was conducted in two phases. The first phase of testing was conducted 208 

at a free stream velocity of 12 m/s, where the velocity profile and turbulence intensity profiles were 209 

calibrated and matched to that of terrain category 2. The second phase of the wind tunnel tests were 210 

conducted with the building model for a duration of 2 minutes per test, with data logged at a frequency 211 

of 2000 Hz. This means the pressure readings were logged every 0.5 ms, with a total number of 240,000 212 

pressure readings recorded for each tap. Two minutes at model-scale represent approximately 2 hours 213 

in full-scale. Although specific guidelines are not provided, generally the recommended full-scale 214 

sampling time is around one hour [35]. The pressure measurements were recorded for each 45o 215 

increment, as shown in Figure 5, where A & B mark the locations of the 126 pressure taps (63 each).  216 

 

Figure 5 : Test configuration layout where (a) is the start position with sensors “A” facing windward and “B” 

facing crosswind, (b) model is rotated by 45o, and (c) model is rotated by further 45o 

A second set of tests were conducted for a free stream velocity of 12 m/s, where the pressure taps were 217 

only active on the windward face. The table was rotated every 20o, and pressure recordings were taken 218 

for the same duration and sampling rate as aforementioned. A total of 10 data sets were acquired in 219 
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measuring from 0o to 180o. The results from this test were used to compare the pressure distributions 220 

around the structure which were captured at a higher resolution as opposed to 45o increments for phase 1.  221 

Further validation of the wind tunnel setup is given in terms of the recorded longitudinal velocity spectra. 222 

It is understood that wind is dynamic and thus the velocity spectrum is a non-dimensional function 223 

describing the change in velocity as a function of turbulence with frequency [2].  224 

The von Karman-Harris mathematical function is commonly used as a comparison in wind engineering.  225 

The simulated velocity spectrum used for this study is shown in Figure 6, where it is compared with the 226 

von Karman-Harris simulation. Data was recorded at a height of 600 mm from the ground, where an 227 

integral length scale of 2.66 m was computed with a mean velocity of 6.2 m/s. The sampling time for 228 

this test was 1 minute, with a sampling frequency of 2000 Hz. As can be seen from Figure 6, there is a 229 

close correlation between the two curves, which indicates that the wind tunnel setup can be assumed to 230 

replicate the turbulence in the atmospheric boundary layer. It is important that the power spectral density 231 

recorded in the wind tunnel correlates well with the atmospheric turbulence profile, as it directly 232 

influences the peak pressures experienced by the structure [12].  233 

  

Figure 6: A comparison of the wind tunnel simulated velocity spectrum vs the theoretical von-Karman 

spectrum 
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3. NUMERICAL SIMULATION SETUP 234 

3.1. Geometry and Domain Creation  235 

Similar to the experimental setup, a 1:300 scale was adopted in the computational domain where the 236 

building was assumed to be rigid. A rectangular enclosure was deemed suitable for the domain, where 237 

the size was chosen by performing a parametric study. The domain lengths in the along-wind direction 238 

(X-direction), crosswind direction (Z-direction) and height (Y-direction) are 13H, 6H and 3H, 239 

respectively, where H is the building height (Figure 7). These limits are reasonably smaller than what 240 

has been proposed by Franke et al. [14]. The distance from the building to the outlet was the key 241 

parameter in selecting the domain size as this length should be sufficient to capture the wake region 242 

behind the building. Furthermore, the recommended blockage ratio, which is the ratio of 243 

frontal/projected/cross-section area upon the cross-section area of the test section, should be less than 244 

5% to minimise interaction from the boundaries [36, 37]. The calculated blockage ratio for this particular 245 

setup was less than 1%, which is well within the recommended value. Therefore, the domain size used 246 

in this study satisfies the conditions required to avoid unnecessary distortion of flow. The interference 247 

effect of the domain walls on the flow field around a model is known to be one of the main sources of 248 

error affecting the accuracy of numerical data. The boundaries that influence the flow field along the 249 

building height are the two sides and the top. Also, the streamlines around the building, which are closer 250 

to the wall, are constrained and the flow velocity increases, hence affecting the aerodynamic 251 

coefficients. Alteration of streamlines also leads to a change of vortex reattachment and intensity on the 252 

leeward side and wake. This is a deviation from the free stream air flow encountered in the natural 253 

condition. The symmetry condition with no shear stress applied from the boundary used in CFD 254 

replicates values and properties of the air flow, similar to a free stream flow. However, even with such 255 

settings, the boundaries need to be at predetermined distances that will not cause artificial acceleration 256 

of the surrounding air flow due to its proximity to the building.  257 

The distance between the outlet and the building must also be maintained at a given limit to ensure that 258 

it has enough space to create the wake region behind the building. An inadequate space behind the 259 
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building can cause non-convergence of the CFD analysis due to the creation of reverse flow. A distance 260 

of 10H is provided on the leeward side of the building between the building and the outlet. The space 261 

above the building should be large enough to have no influence on flow separation and reattachment at 262 

the back end of the building. A height of 3H from the top of the building to the top surface of the domain 263 

was provided. 264 

 
Figure 7: Computational domain size and arrangement of boundaries (the top and sides are defined as 

symmetrical boundaries) 

3.2. Mesh Generation 265 

The mesh consists of polyhedral cells, where two refinement zones were given within the volume mesh, 266 

including structured face meshing on the surface of the building and an inflation layer, namely zones 2 267 

and 3 ( Figure 8a & b). The main purpose of refinement zone 2 (Figure 8a & b) was to ensure that the 268 

inlet has an adequate number of cells within the height of the building to generate a sufficient amount 269 

of data points which facilitates accurate input and propagation of the velocity profile. Thus, its 270 

longitudinal distance was extended from the inlet to the building, and further downstream by an 271 

additional 3H. This extended length downstream further enhances the capability to capture the flow 272 

behaviour behind the building. The mesh size of refinement zone 3 (Figure 8b) was much finer than 273 

zone 2 and located closer to the building. It was defined as a circular cylinder larger than the base 274 

diameter of the building. A fine refinement region close to the building can capture the necessary 275 

complex flow behaviour around it. Zone 1 was described as the global volume mesh zone, where larger 276 
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sizing for the grid was defined at regions further away from the building location. A lower resolution of 277 

cells can be employed here as these volume cells are redundant in order to capture the flow and instead 278 

serves to maintain continuity within the domain.   279 

The surface mesh of the building is shown in Figure 8c and the inflation layers defined at the surface 280 

are shown in Figure 8d. The number of inflation layers and the first cell height are two important 281 

parameters that help in capturing the viscous sub-layer flows at the wall boundary. A simple steady 282 

RANS (SRANS) model can be used to measure the 𝑦+ at the surface of the building. Figure 9 shows a 283 

scatter plot of the 𝑦+ measured on the surface of the building on its along-wind and crosswind directions. 284 

Both Franke et al. [14] and Tominaga et al. [37] recommend the use of prismatic cells in the inflation 285 

layers. However, the required number of layers, growth rate, and first cell height are problem-specific. 286 

For this study, twenty layers of inflation were given at a growth rate of 1.15, which was sufficient to 287 

capture the boundary layer flow on the surface of the building. Furthermore, a 𝑦+ of less than 1 (𝑦+ <288 

1) was required to accurately determine the separation point of the flow at the wall of the building.  289 

Five separate mesh configurations were studied for grid independency, consisting of very coarse, coarse, 290 

medium, fine and very fine mesh configurations (named as M1, M2, M3, M4, M5 (Figure 10)). Table 1 291 

contains the properties of the five different mesh types. The accuracy of the results produced by the five 292 

mesh regimes are presented in Section 4.1 where a comparison is conducted between them. 293 

 294 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

 
 

(c) (d) 

Figure 8: Polyhedral mesh for the numerical simulation (a) shows the top view of the ground mesh, (b) shows 

the side elevation view of the mesh cut at a plane 𝑧 = 0, (c) close-up view of the building and mesh, (d) close-

up of building surface mesh and depiction of inflation layers on the building 

 295 

 

Figure 9: 𝑦+ on the building surface on the along-wind and crosswind directions 
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a. b. c. 

  

d. e. 

Figure 10: Close-up view of mesh regimes on the ground surface and inlet for: (a) M1, (b) M2, (c) M3, (d) 

M4, (e) M5 

Table 1: Mesh regime properties 

Properties M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 

Zone 1, Volume mesh size (m) 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 

Zone 2 size (m) 0.15 0.125 0.1 0.085 0.06 

Zone 3 size (m) 0.02 0.0125 0.01 0.0085 0.006 

Inflation layers 10 20 20 20 20 

Building surface mesh divisions 40 40 60 70 80 

Total elements 0.6 m 1.2 m 1.9 m 2.4 m 3.0 m 

3.3. Turbulence Modelling and Settings 296 

There are six turbulence models available in ANSYS Fluent that are each suited to different applications 297 

depending on the nature of the problem. They are mainly categorised into Reynolds- Average-Navier-298 

Strokes (RANS) models, direct numerical simulation (DNS) and large eddy simulation (LES). Using 299 

RANS models, statistically steady solutions of flow variables are determined by averaging the equations 300 

over time and over all turbulent scales. DNS involves using very fine computational grid elements to 301 

directly solve the Navier-Stokes equations to predict relatively accurate turbulent flows. In the LES 302 
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method, Navier-Stokes equations are spatially filtered such that only the large-scale flow variables are 303 

directly solved, while smaller eddies are not directly predicted. In this study, where a computational 304 

time-efficient method was a focus, RANS models are considered as they are relatively easy to employ 305 

and generally provide credible results within a reasonable timeframe. Time efficiency is a concern in 306 

regular design office problems, therefore a two-equation RANS model is mostly preferred where time 307 

averaging simulations (SRANS) are employed. The most prominently used RANS model is a two-308 

equation standard 𝑘 − 𝜀 (SKE) model [38], which is always the starting point of many computational 309 

wind engineering (CWE) problems.   310 

In this study, three different turbulence models were compared, namely the realisable 𝑘 − 𝜀 (RKE) 311 

model developed by Shih et al. [39], the 𝑘 − 𝜔 turbulence model developed by Wilcox [40] and its shear 312 

stress transport (SST) variant, 𝑘 − 𝜔 SST [41]. Finally, the four-equation transition SST model 313 

developed by Menter et al. and Langtry et al. [42, 43] was used. This model is computationally 314 

demanding when compared to the two-equation models. The differences of mesh resolution near the 315 

wall are displayed in Figure 11, where the different near-wall mesh treatments for 𝑘 − 𝜀 models and 316 

𝑘 − 𝜔 models could be found from the left to the right, and 𝑦𝑃 is the distance from the wall to the 317 

adjacent layer. The dimensionless wall distance 𝑦+, as defined in Eq. 4, was introduced to evaluate the 318 

grid resolution near the wall: 319 

 
𝑦+ =

𝑢𝜏𝑦𝑃

𝜈
 

Eq. 4 

where 𝑢𝜏 is the friction velocity based on wall shear stress and air density, and 𝜈 is the kinematic 320 

viscosity. 321 

 Figure 11: Schematic representation of near-wall mesh for k-ε and k-ω models 
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The 𝑘 − 𝜀 realisable model was employed with three different wall function settings. First, the standard 322 

wall function (SWF) approach was employed where the default mesh was modified in order for the 𝑦+ 323 

value to be in the range of 30 to 100. This change was made because it is known that in ANSYS Fluent 324 

the boundary layer is broken down into two layers, an inner layer and an outer layer, as shown in Figure 325 

11. The inner layer is composed of three parts, a laminar layer, a buffer layer and a logarithmic layer. 326 

The laminar sub-layer and buffer layer are defined as having a 𝑦∗ < 11.225, and the log region is 327 

defined by 𝑦∗ > 11.225 where the standard wall functions are active and work best when 30 < 𝑦+ <328 

300 [44]. 𝑦∗ is an alternative definition of the dimensionless wall distance and is defined in Eq. 5, 329 

 
𝑦∗ =

𝑢𝜏
∗𝑦𝑃

𝜈
 

Eq. 5 

where 𝑢𝜏
∗ is the friction velocity based on the turbulent kinetic energy 𝑘𝑃  in the wall-adjacent cell centre 330 

point P and on the constant 𝐶𝜇  which is taken as 0.09 [44]. 331 

Resolving the laminar sub-layer flow is essential to accurately depict the point of flow separation at the 332 

surface of the body. Hence, the use of wall functions may not be suitable for flows concerning circular 333 

cylinders. It is understood that wall functions are employed for cases where separation of flow is not to 334 

be expected and to save computational effort by providing a relatively large inflation layer at the face 335 

of the wall. For most industrial flows and novice users of CFD, a combination of a 𝑘 − 𝜀  turbulent 336 

model coupled with standard wall functions is employed.  337 

Secondly, a 𝑘 − 𝜀 realisable model with standard wall functions option was used where 𝑦+ < 1. At such 338 

a low 𝑦+, the laminar stress relationship is employed in ANSYS Fluent where 𝑦∗ = 𝑈∗ is active at the 339 

boundary layer, thus overruling the use of wall functions [44]. 340 

Finally, a second 𝑘 − 𝜀 realisable model is employed with the default mesh where 𝑦+ < 1, but using 341 

the enhanced wall treatment option in ANSYS Fluent. The enhanced wall treatment combines the two-342 

layer model with enhanced wall functions with the help of a blending function in order to smoothly 343 

transition from resolving the laminar sub-layer to the turbulent region based on a calculated turbulent 344 

Reynolds number [44]. A second-order upwind scheme was used for the spatial discretisation of the 345 

turbulent kinetic energy and momentum, and turbulent dissipation rate transport equations. Also, 346 
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second-order discretisation was used for pressure. The algorithm used for the pressure-velocity coupling 347 

was the Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations - Consistent (SIMPLEC).  348 

Solution convergence is one of the most important criteria that needs to be addressed in CFD 349 

simulations. Convergence of the solution plays a major role in the final result of the simulation in fact 350 

the low convergence criteria can inhibit the accuracy of the final result.  351 

Both Franke et al. and Tominaga [14, 37] have stated that a default CFD code convergence limit of 352 

0.001 is lenient in order to achieve a converged solution. Blocken [36] acknowledged the default 0.001 353 

convergence criteria to be inadequate and recommended that steady state simulations have to be carried 354 

out until the scaled residuals taper out to have a zero gradient. In this study, a different approach was 355 

adopted to determine if the solution has converged by meeting the following criteria: (1) monitor drag 356 

coefficient of the building where the simulation is run until no significant change in the value is observed 357 

over iterations; (2) residual scales to taper to a constant value, adhering to Blocken’s recommendation 358 

as stated above; (3) convergence of scaled residuals of X, Y, Z momentum to 10−6, continuity 10−6 359 

and  𝑘, 𝜔 & 𝜀 to 10−5. 360 

For steady state simulations, one assumes the solution is to be steady after a number of iterations. 361 

Monitoring of drag coefficient till it achieves a constant value was the method adopted to determine the 362 

convergence of the solution. It was found that a steady value for the drag coefficient was reached when 363 

the scaled residuals reached a constant steady value. The limits of convergence criteria mentioned above 364 

in point (3) were imposed after it was observed that there were many simulations where criteria 1 and 2 365 

were satisfied but the scaled residuals were below these limits. These stated limits were also 366 

implemented into the simulation such that a definitive end can be achieved without user interference. 367 

It must be noted that the imposed limits of the scaled residuals (limits for momentum, continuity and 368 

𝑘, 𝜔 & 𝜀) are problem-specific and factors such as domain size, grid size and blockage ratio all contribute 369 

in achieving convergence [14, 36, 37].  370 
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3.4. Inlet and Boundary Conditions 371 

Comparisons between wind tunnel testing and CFD can only be made if the same experimental 372 

conditions are replicated within the computational domain. Inflow boundary condition is the most 373 

important as it defines the wind velocity and the turbulence profiles at the inlet, which need to match 374 

with those implemented in the wind tunnel experiments. The inflow velocity, 𝑈(𝑧), is defined as a 375 

logarithmic profile as shown in Eq. 6: 376 

 
𝑈(𝑧) =

𝑢𝜏

𝜅𝑘𝑒
ln (

𝑧 + 𝑧𝑜

𝑧𝑜
) 

Eq. 6 

where 𝑢𝜏 is the friction velocity, 𝑧𝑜 is the roughness height measured in the experimental scale, and 𝜅𝑘𝑒 377 

is the von Karman constant which is assumed to be 0.42 for all applications of the 𝑘 − 𝜀  model. The 378 

turbulence at the inlet was defined by calculating the kinetic energy as given in Eq. 7 [37]   379 

 𝑘(𝑧) = 𝑎(𝑈(𝑧)𝐼𝑢(𝑧))2 Eq. 7 

where 𝑈(𝑧) is the mean speed, 𝐼𝑢(𝑧) is the turbulence measured from the experiment, and “𝑎” takes a 380 

value of 1.5 as isotropic turbulence is assumed. The turbulence dissipation rate and specific dissipation 381 

rate is as given in Eq. 8 and Eq. 9, where 𝐶𝜇  is a model constant and is taken as 0.09 [45, 46]. 382 

 
𝜀 =

𝑢𝜏
3

𝜅𝑘𝑒𝑧
 

Eq. 8 

 𝜔 =
𝜀

𝑘𝐶𝜇

 Eq. 9 

Also, a surface roughness at the ground is given on the basis of the relationship of sand grain height (𝑘𝑠) 383 

and roughness length relationship. It is as given in Eq. 10 [47], where 𝑐𝑠 is known as the roughness 384 

constant and takes a value between 0.5 and 1. The provided surface roughness and the resulting 385 

calculated sand grain height ensures that the first cell height is larger than this value, as required in 386 

ANSYS Fluent [44].  387 

 
𝑘𝑠 =

9.793𝑧𝑜

𝑐𝑠
 

Eq. 10 

A change in velocity profile and turbulence intensity is to be expected downstream, and the difference 388 

in change can be ignored if they are relatively small at the building location [47]. A series of preliminary 389 

simulations was carried out in an empty domain consisting of the same mesh arrangement as that defined 390 
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as M3. The profiles were obtained at the building location and compared with the wind tunnel and 391 

AS 1170.2 predictions. Figure 12 shows a comparison between the experimental velocity profile, the 392 

input velocity profile measured at the inlet, the velocity profile downstream at the building location and 393 

the extrapolated terrain category 2 profile. Figure 12a shows the velocity profile comparisons, where 394 

the X and Y axes measure normalised velocity and height (with regard to a reference height of 1 m), 395 

respectively. 396 

As can be seen, the difference between the profiles measured at the building location are minimal, where 397 

only some minor discrepancies were observed at the bottom of the structure, which can be ignored, 398 

especially in the analysis of super-tall buildings. Also, Figure 12b shows the turbulence intensity profile 399 

where the X and Y axes measure turbulence intensity against the normalised height (at reference). The 400 

comparison between the turbulence intensity of terrain category 2 from AS 1170.2 and that used in the 401 

inlet show good correlation between them. The surface roughness plays an important role in the 402 

propagation of the inlet conditions. Whilst roughness is achieved by the placement of blocks in the wind 403 

tunnel (trial and error), for CFD a surface roughness needs to be defined as mentioned before. In this 404 

study, much like the wind tunnel, the roughness height (𝑧𝑜) was initially estimated to be 7 × 10−5 405 

(derived from scaling down real roughness height 0.02 m for terrain category 2) and roughness 406 

constant, 𝑐𝑠 = 1. Trial and error procedure within the empty wind domain was used for fine adjustment 407 

of roughness parameter especially in matching the turbulence intensity profile at the target building 408 

location. 409 

 410 
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(a) Velocity profile (b) Turbulence intensity profile  

Figure 12: A comparison of profiles measured numerically (inlet and building location), in the wind tunnel and 

AS/NZS 1170.2:2011  

As a summary, the boundary conditions were defined as follows: (a) ground surface defined as rough-411 

no slip wall, (b) the inlet with the abovementioned boundary profiles, (c) the sides and top are defined 412 

as symmetry conditions, (d) the outlet as a pressure outlet with zero gauge pressure and the building 413 

surface defined as a no slip wall.  414 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 415 

4.1. Grid Sensitivity Analysis 416 

A grid sensitivity analysis was performed in order to obtain an optimal grid size using the SRANS 𝑘 −417 

𝜔 𝑆𝑆𝑇 turbulence model. This eliminated discretisation errors in providing a coarse mesh, and also 418 

reduced the computational time in providing an undesirable finer mesh. Five mesh sizes were studied 419 

and the mesh properties are given in Section 3.2. The pressure coefficient (𝐶𝑝𝑒) variation along the 420 

height of the building for the different mesh arrangements are displayed in Figure 13 for windward, 421 

leeward and crosswind faces. As observed from Figure 13a, for all mesh configurations the windward 422 

pressures are almost identical with minor differences. However at leeward (Figure 13b) and crosswind 423 

(Figure 13c) faces the discrepancy of the very coarse mesh, M1, is apparent. In comparison to the other 424 

configurations, the leeward pressure for M1 is over predicted and for the crosswind face under predicted 425 
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at regions 0.4 h/H to 0.8 h/H.  To further elaborate the above point, Figure 14 shows the absolute 426 

deviation from the experimental values for the five different mesh schemes where windward, leeward, 427 

crosswind and average is shown. As it can be seen there is a notable improvement from the transition of 428 

M1 to M2 with regard to solution discrepancy. However from M2 to M5 the percentage reduction of the 429 

deviation is not significant.  The difference observed in results between the M2, M3, M4 and M5 mesh 430 

configurations are insignificant. Similar observations were  reported in studies conducted by Meng et 431 

al. [22] and Elshaer et al. [48] where hexahedral and polyhedral cells were used respectively. From this 432 

study and the other two studies cited previously, it can be concluded that once an optimal mesh 433 

configuration has been achieved, further refinement of the mesh has diminishing returns with regard to 434 

pressure prediction accuracy and incidentally affected the simulation time. Based on these observations, 435 

mesh scheme M3 was selected as the preferred mesh configuration for this study. M3 was used for the 436 

rest of the models discussed in this paper as it offers a balance between accuracy and computational 437 

time. A notable difference between the five mesh configurations and the wind tunnel results was 438 

observed in the leeward face. This will be discussed in detail in subsequent sections of this paper. 439 

   
(a)  (b)  (c)  

Figure 13: Results for mesh study comparisons (a) at the windward face, (b) at the leeward face, and (c) at the 

crosswind face 
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Figure 14: Absolute deviation for windward, crosswind, leeward and total pressure  

4.2. Influence of the Turbulence Model 441 

4.2.1. Windward, Leeward and Crosswind Pressures 442 

As mentioned in Section 3.3, the three turbulence models selected for this study were: realisable 𝑘 − 𝜀 , 443 

𝑘 − 𝜔 𝑆𝑆𝑇 and the four-equation transition 𝑆𝑆𝑇. The realisable 𝑘 − 𝜀  model was tested for three 444 

different wall functions. Practical applications of CFD are still constrained to RANS turbulence 445 

modeling. Hence, these models were selected due to their ability to model flow within a reasonable time 446 

frame.  The performance of three different turbulence models were compared with the wind tunnel test 447 

results based on the pressure coefficients obtained on the surface of the building. It must be noted that 448 

all turbulence models were run on the default M3 mesh with the exception of the 𝑘 − 𝜀 with standard 449 

wall function case where 𝑦+ was modified. Table 2 shows the abbreviated terms used for the different 450 

test cases used for the turbulence modelling comparison and in the discussions to follow.  451 

Table 2: Classification of turbulence models 

Turbulence 

Model 
𝑘 − 𝜔 𝑆𝑆𝑇 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

𝑆𝑆𝑇 
𝑘 − 𝜀 

𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 

(SWF 𝑦+ > 30) 

𝑘 − 𝜀 
𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 

(SWF 𝑦+ < 1) 

𝑘 − 𝜀 
𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 

(EWT) 

Abbreviation TM1 TM2 TM3 TM4 TM5 

 452 

Figure 15a to c show the variation of 𝐶𝑝𝑒  along the height of the building for windward, leeward and 453 

crosswind faces, respectively. The CFD results are compared with the experimental values obtained 454 
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from the boundary layer wind tunnel tests (referred to as “WT”) where a free stream velocity of 12 m/s 455 

is considered.  456 

Figure 15a displays the results on the windward face of the building and shows that all model types 457 

over-predict pressure coefficients. It must be noted that the over-prediction of the 𝐶𝑝𝑒  in TM3, TM4 and 458 

TM5 is higher than that in TM1 and TM2. However, the general pattern of variation is consistent in 459 

comparison to the wind tunnel flow results where the prediction of TM1 and TM2 fall closest to that of 460 

wind tunnel results.  461 

For the leeward face (Figure 15b), the difference between the experimental and computational values 462 

are quite large when compared to the windward face.  All models capture the pressure distribution 463 

pattern over the height of the building well where the TM1 model is the closest to the experimental 464 

values, closely followed by TM2. The deviation of results for the 𝑘 − 𝜀 type model from the wind tunnel 465 

results, especially in the case where TM3 is observed. TM3 has large deviations, by almost three times, 466 

in comparison to the experimental values. This is because the use of standard wall functions, with 𝑦+ >467 

30, has rendered the flow to be fully turbulent thus ignoring the viscous sublayer flow. Furthermore the 468 

computation of eddy viscosity for realizable 𝑘 − 𝜀 are different to that of the 𝑘 − 𝜔 𝑆𝑆𝑇. The 𝑘 − 𝜔 𝑆𝑆𝑇 469 

model not only includes a damping coefficient to transition to low-Reynolds number formulation but 470 

also account for the transport of turbulence shear stress [41, 44]. This improves its ability to predict 471 

flows where adverse pressure gradients are to be expected [41].    The difference between TM4 and TM5 472 

are relatively small along the height of the building, with TM4 predicting slightly closer pressure values 473 

than TM5.    474 

At the crosswind face (Figure 15c), TM1 showed the closest pressure predictions to those of the 475 

experimental values. The results for TM1 show almost identical behaviour and predictions both from 476 

the values and trends of the 𝐶𝑝𝑒  variation. The variation of the TM2 model is comparable to the 477 

experimental values, albeit under-predicting pressures at the shaft of the building. TM3 and TM5 478 

severely under-predict pressure values, with the former showing the largest deviation. However, the 479 

TM4 model seems to give the closest prediction among the 𝑘 − 𝜀 type models with predictions of both 480 

𝐶𝑝𝑒  variation and values along the height of the building.  481 
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The wind pressure contours for the tower is displayed in Figure 16. At the windward surface (Figure 482 

16a) it is clear that the maximum pressure occurs at the bulb of the structure which is roughly at a height 483 

of 0.85 H. Further along the height of the structure, maximum pressure region diminishes to zero and 484 

shifts to negative pressures as the wind detaches at the apex. Also the pressure on the windward face 485 

slowly decreases on its sides as observed from the contour bands and transitions to negative values at 486 

the crosswind face (Figure 16c). Large suction pressures, especially at the bulb, are observed that are 487 

higher than the windward pressures where absolute values are considered. The accelerating fluid around 488 

the structure causes the positive pressure to transition to negative suction pressures as the flow passes 489 

from windward to crosswind face. This is clearly visible by the contour bands in both Figure 16a & c. 490 

A peak negative pressure is observed at the crosswind face where it diminishes as the flow reaches the 491 

leeward face. These observations are consistent with previous work by Roshko and Achenbach [7, 8] 492 

for circular cylinders. At the leeward face the pressures are negative due to the flows inability to fully 493 

recover and are as observed Figure 16b. It can be seen that the bulb of the building accumulates the 494 

largest pressures and is the most critical where local pressures are concerned.  495 

The following sections will delve deeply into causations of the pressure discrepancies observed for the 496 

different turbulence models used in this study.  497 

   
(a) Windward (b) Leeward (c) Crosswind 

Figure 15: Pressure distribution comparisons for different turbulence models 
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Figure 16: Mean Cpe  distribution for TM1 model, (a) Windward face, (b) Leeward face (c) Crosswind face  

4.2.2. Flow Separation Point 498 

Where circular cross-sections are concerned, surface pressure measurements are highly reliant on the 499 

surface boundary flow. The point of separation of the flow needs to be accurately determined in order 500 

to correctly predict pressures on the surfaces of a building. Unlike square cylinders, circular cylinders 501 

do not have sharp edges which advocate the separation of flow around the body. Flow separation that 502 

occurs on a circular cylinder is due to the combination of the fluid’s viscous forces, shape, and the 503 

adverse pressure gradient experienced. The boundary layer flow or momentum of the fluid is reduced 504 

to zero, which then creates a reverse flow at the surface of the body. The location at which this boundary 505 

layer flow reaches zero is the point of flow separation. Figure 17 shows the flow streamline for the five 506 

different turbulent model configurations at the same cross-sectional height of the tower (700 mm from 507 

the ground). They show a clear depiction of the arch vortex created behind the structure as wind flows 508 

past them. There is a distinguishable difference when models, TM3 (Figure 17c) and TM5 (Figure 17e), 509 

are compared to the other models with regard to the size of the vortex formed. It is clear for TM3 and 510 

TM5, separation of the fluid doesn’t take place until the fluid has reached further downstream past the 511 

crosswind face which results in the smaller vortices formed. This also results in a larger negative 512 

pressure at the crosswind face and recovery pressure (less negative) at the leeward face. This observation 513 
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coincides well with the outcomes shown in Figure 15c where it can be seen that TM3 over predicts 514 

largest negative pressure on the crosswind face followed by TM5. Also TM3 is the largest at under 515 

predicting negative pressures on the leeward face followed by TM5. The differences of models TM1, 516 

TM2 and TM4 cannot be observed from the streamline plots alone. 517 

 518 

Accurate depiction of the location at which point of separation takes place is not clear from observing 519 

the arch vortex formations alone. The wall shear stress plot around the circular cylinder can give a better 520 

indication. Wall shear stress (𝜏𝜔) is defined as the shear stress in the fluid close to the boundary wall of 521 

flow where the layer of fluid is within the boundary layer. It is calculated as given in Eq. 11, where 𝜇 is 522 

the viscosity of the fluid, U is the flow velocity parallel to the wall, and y is the perpendicular distance 523 

from the wall.  524 

 
𝜏𝜔 = 𝜇

𝜕𝑈

𝜕𝑦
 

Eq. 11 

 

 

   

(a) k-ω SST (TM1) (b) SST transition (TM2) (c) k-ε 𝑦+ > 30 SWF (TM3) 

  
(d) k-ε 𝑦+ < 1 (TM4) (e) k-ε EWT (TM5) 

Figure 17: Velocity streamlines around the circular cross-section of the building at a height of 700 mm from 

the ground (located in the shaft) 

 525 

Figure 18 shows the variation of wall shear stress around the cross-section of the building at the height 526 

of 700 mm from the ground for wind angles varying from 0o to 180o. The wall shear stress starts at 527 

zero (at the windward face, 0o), which then rises to a peak and then drops to cut the x-axis where the 528 

shear stress becomes negative. The location at which this transition from a positive to negative shear 529 

stress is observed, is the point at which flow separation occurs.   530 
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Figure 18: Plot of wall shear stress around the face of the building at 700 mm from the ground 

From Figure 18, it is clear that TM1 has the earliest point of flow separation that occurs before the 531 

crosswind face (90o), followed by TM2, TM4, TM5, and lastly TM3. The stark differences between the 532 

SST models and the 𝑘 − 𝜀 type models are clear where the former undergoes flow separation at a 533 

location further upstream in comparison to the latter. Whilst the effect of this is not directly correlated 534 

with the crosswind pressure, there is an observable trend with the leeward pressures observed. The 535 

recovery of pressure at the leeward face diminishes with an earlier point of separation. This means that 536 

the earlier the separation, the lesser the recovery of pressure expected at the leeward face of the structure. 537 

4.2.3. Flow Field Investigation  538 

Figure 19 shows the contour plots of windward direction streamlines on a vertical plane cut through the 539 

centre of the building. It is observed for TM1 the existence of three clear circulation zones (at the top of 540 

the bulb, at the bottom of the bulb and at the base) in the wake of the structure. The circulation zones 541 

that occur at the wake, near the top, is due to the flow separation that occurs as flow passes over the 542 

bulb. This can be verified if the streamlines are carefully observed, where at the windward face of the 543 

bulb, the trajectory of the flow streams point upwards which indicates the fluid masses flowing over the 544 

building. The separation accelerates the fluid, which reduces the pressures (as observed in Figure 15) in 545 

accordance to Bernoulli’s principle, and creates vortices in the wake due to the reattachment of the flow 546 

stream. As observed from Figure 19c, the wake recirculation of flow is relatively small for the realisable 547 

𝑘 − 𝜀 (TM3) model in comparison to the others. Furthermore, the resolution of the wake recirculation 548 

formed is also poorly captured by the TM3 model. The small size of the wake circulation formed for 549 
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TM3 indicate less negative pressures which was observed in section 4.2.1 where leeward pressures were 550 

concerned. This is followed by TM5 (Figure 19e) where the circulation of flow is larger than TM3 but 551 

is marginally smaller than TM1, TM2 and TM4 (Figure 19a, b and d).  552 

The SST models (TM1 and TM2) displays better detail of recirculation regions, in comparison to the 553 

𝑘 − 𝜀 type models, where the SST models captures three recirculation zones, as mentioned afore. The 554 

𝑘 − 𝜀 models vaguely represent one recirculation zone, with the one at the base being omitted. The 555 

importance of these features are accentuated when observing pressures at sensitive locations such as the 556 

bulb of the structure where many geometry changes are present. 557 

 558 

 559 

 
 

 

 
  

(a) TM1 model 

 

(b) TM2 model 

 

(c) TM3 Model 

 

  

(d) TM4 model 

 

(e) TM5 model  

Figure 19: Contour plots of X-velocity and streamline plots at X-Y plane, Z=0 
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4.2.4.  Turbulent Kinetic Energy  560 

Over-prediction of windward pressure by the 𝑘 − 𝜀 type model is evident in all three variations used. 561 

The difference between two types of RANS models can be visualised in Figure 20 where a comparison 562 

for TM1 and TM4 is shown (for brevity) in terms of contour plots, showing the surrounding turbulent 563 

kinetic energy for a side elevation of the building.  The kinetic energy at the vicinity of the windward 564 

face of TM4 is high compared to TM1. This increase in kinetic energy of the prevailing wind results in 565 

the over prediction of windward pressures for the 𝑘 − 𝜀 type models. Similar development has been 566 

observed by other researchers and are compatible with the observation of this study [12, 49]. Thus, the 567 

over-prediction of windward pressures with the use of a 𝑘 − 𝜀 type model was expected, even with the 568 

improved realisability constraints applied in the development of the realisable 𝑘 − 𝜀  model [39]. The 569 

𝑘 − 𝜔 𝑆𝑆𝑇 (TM1) model also over-predicts the windward pressure, but as mentioned before, the 570 

deviation is roughly within 10% of the experimental values which is deemed to be within reasonable 571 

limits. 572 

 

  
(a) TM1 (b) TM4 

Figure 20: Kinetic energy contour plot from side elevation of the building 

4.2.5.  Section Discussion and Improvements  573 

The consensus from this series of tests is that the 𝑘 − 𝜔 𝑆𝑆𝑇 model gives the best result of the turbulence 574 

models employed. Much of this is attributed towards the ability of modelling the flow all the way up to 575 

the wall where the boundary layer flow is concerned. Such stringent first cell height and mesh 576 

parameters are required, especially due to the low Reynolds numbers considered for these tests. The 577 
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leeward pressure distribution also showed improvement with the use of the 𝑘 − 𝜔 𝑆𝑆𝑇 model. However, 578 

the deviations between the experimental and CFD results for the leeward pressure is still significant. To 579 

quantify the difference between the experimental (WT) and numerical (CFD) 𝑘 − 𝜔 𝑆𝑆𝑇  the Pearson 580 

correlation coefficient (𝑅) can be applied. A linear relationship between the two data sets should be 581 

observed if they were to exactly match each other. Table 3 displays the correlation coefficients for all 582 

three faces and as it can be observed both windward and crosswind pressure show strong correlation, 583 

0.94 and 0,84 respectively. The leeward face however show a lower correlation of 0.47 in comparison 584 

to the other two faces. Figure 21  displays the scatter plots for 𝐶𝑝𝑒  values for the experimental and CFD 585 

simulation where a linear regression line is fitted. For the windward face (Figure 21a) a correlation (𝑅2) 586 

of 0.88 was calculated. A high correlation of this order was expected where windward pressures were 587 

concerned. For the crosswind face (Figure 21c), a moderately high correlation of 0.66 was observed. 588 

However, the leeward face (Figure 21b) observed low correlation of 0.22 which indicates that a 589 

significant difference between the experimental and numerical such that only 22% of the variance is 590 

related to the fitted regression line.  591 

From the above analysis the difference between experimental and numerical results on the leeward 592 

pressure is evident. One of its main contributing cause is the used of steady state flow as this ignores the 593 

unsteady inflow turbulence of the incoming flow. For bluff bodies, the pressure on the leeward face is 594 

effected due to the unsteady wake formations that arise due to vortex shedding. In RANS simulations 595 

deficiencies of this phenomenon have been observed [50, 51] which inherently lead to the discrepancy 596 

of leeward surface pressure predictions.  597 

Table 3: Correlation coefficient for windward, leeward and crosswind, between experimental and 𝑘 − 𝜔 𝑆𝑆𝑇 

Face Correlation Coefficient (𝑹) 𝑹𝟐 

Windward 0.94 0.88 

Leeward 0.47 0.22 

Crosswind 0.81 0.66 

 598 
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a. b. c. 

Figure 21: Comparison of 𝑘 − 𝜔 𝑆𝑆𝑇 (X-axes) and experimental (Y-axes) 𝐶𝑝𝑒 for: (a) windward face, (b) 

leeward face and (c) crosswind face 

The use of a higher order turbulence model such as that of a scale resolving model can further improve 599 

the pressure prediction and capture enhanced flow details that are not observable when using RANS. To 600 

demonstrate this, a DDES (Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation) model is used which is a hybrid 601 

RANS/LES model such that RANS is employed within the boundary layer and LES in the separated 602 

region. There are many variants of the DDES model where different RANS turbulence models could be 603 

applied. The 𝑘 − 𝜔 𝑆𝑆𝑇  DDES model [52, 53] was opted due to the proven capability of the 𝑘 − 𝜔 𝑆𝑆𝑇  604 

in the windward and crosswind regions as shown in this study. The same mesh configuration was used 605 

as that described for M3 including the inlet conditions and the mean pressure coefficients were obtained 606 

after sampling for 4 seconds. Figure 22a shows the mean pressure comparison of the leeward side, Figure 607 

22b shows the scatter plots of 𝐶𝑝𝑒  for the leeward pressure and Figure 22c shows the large scale 608 

turbulence structures which are observable in the vicinity of the structure. 609 

As observed from Figure 22a significant improvement in the leeward pressure was observed especially 610 

in the region of the base and stalk of the building from heights of 0 to 0.8 h/H. The improvement in 611 

leeward pressure prediction is reflected in the 𝑅2 value of 0.454 which is has improved over that which 612 

was obtained by RANS 𝑘 − 𝜔 𝑆𝑆𝑇. The discrepancies located at heights 0.8 h/H to 1 h/H result in the 613 

relatively low 𝑅2 prediction when compared to the earlier observed windward and leeward values 614 

for 𝑅2. These discrepancies could also be eliminated through careful modelling of the mesh as the 615 

requirements for scale resolved models are different to RANS. Also, the vortex structures observed 616 
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around the building as shown Figure 22c show important features such as vortex shedding and the 617 

horseshoe vortex at the feet of the structure. 618 

  

 

a. Leeward pressure comparison b. Correlation comparison c. Detailed scale structures 

Figure 22: Improvement of results from DDES simulation on the leeward face 

4.3. Circular Flow Analysis 619 

The pressure distribution around the structure was measured such that the variation was captured at 620 

every 20o angle increment. A comparison between the experimental and CFD simulations were 621 

performed for the 𝑘 − 𝜔 𝑆𝑆𝑇 model as it showed better performance in estimating pressure distribution 622 

around the structure. The pressure distribution at four different heights were captured and are presented 623 

in Figure 23.  624 

  
(a) Location A (867 mm from base) (b) Location B (700 mm from base) 
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(c) Location C (500 mm from base) (d) Location D (200 mm from base) 

Figure 23: The cross-sectional pressure distributions around the structure at locations A, B, C and D 

 625 

The pressure coefficients measured in CFD are in good correlation with the experimental analysis where 626 

both values and distributions are concerned. A notable difference is observed in pressure readings at 627 

locations B and C, where the peak negative pressure coefficient is over-predicted by CFD in comparison 628 

with the experimental results. This is greatly due to the difference in turbulence level created in the close 629 

vicinity of the bulb section by the CFD and experimental studies. Furthermore the measured turbulence 630 

intensity at the building location (Figure 12b) is slightly over predicted to that of the experimental. The 631 

pressure readings from 110o to 180o for locations B, C and D on the shaft show that the experimental 632 

coefficients are higher than the results produced by the numerical simulations. This trend is observed 633 

until the leeward face, where differences of below 30% can be calculated, as observed in Section 4.2.1. 634 

The outcomes of these pressure distribution results with regard to the differences between numerical 635 

and experimental are comparable to the study conducted by Yan and Li on high-rise structures with 636 

elliptical cross-sections [54].  637 

 638 

The Eurocode 1 [55] is one of the few codes that provide external pressure coefficients for circular 639 

cylinders. Hence, it is worth to compare the pressure coefficients obtained from this analysis to that of 640 

the Eurocode. Since the pressure coefficients displayed in the Eurocode are for those at the reference 641 

height of the building. Locations “A” (at the bulb) and “B” (at the stalk) are compared with Eurocode 1 642 

as they are the closest to the reference point, which in this case is the apex of the structure, and are as 643 

shown in Figure 24.  644 
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Observing Figure 24a and b it can be seen that the pressure coefficient distribution at the bulb differs 646 

greatly from the Eurocode prediction for a Reynolds number of   5 × 105 . The peak negative pressure 647 

is approximately 50% of that predicted in the Eurocode 1. It can be summerised that a clear difference 648 

between the pressure coefficient distribution between the Eurocode and the current study has been 649 

observed.  650 

  
(a) Location A, at bulb (b) Location B, at stalk 

Figure 24: Pressure coefficient comparison between experimental, numerical and Eurocode 1. 

4.4. Reynolds Number Effect 651 

The flow of wind around structures with circular cross-sections is drastically affected by the Reynolds 652 

number, as mentioned earlier in this paper. The study conducted by Achenbach [8] for a circular cylinder 653 

showcases the differences in flow states with changing Reynolds numbers. The cross-sectional 654 

dimensions of the building used in this study varies along the height of the building. The average 655 

Reynolds number calculated for the given structure for a free stream velocity of 12 m/s is 2 × 105.  656 

The analysis performed in this section examines the difference between flow behaviour and pressure 657 

distribution observed on the structure, between that of the scaled-down and the full-scale models. The 658 

scaled-down model used the dimensions of the wind tunnel (TM1), while the other model was developed 659 

with the actual dimensions of the building (RS2). The full-scale structure would attribute a total height 660 

of 300 m, where it was subjected to a wind flow with a free stream velocity of 50 m/s. In the model RS1, 661 

the fluid properties were altered such that the Reynolds number matches the wind tunnel and the scaled-662 

down CFD model. RS2 used unaltered fluid properties where high turbulent wind flow was experienced. 663 
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Table 4 summarises the evaluation performed where the calculated Reynolds number is based on the 664 

diameter at the shaft of a building at the non-dimensional height of 0.7.  665 

Table 4: Model comparisons for full-scale test series 

Model Wind velocity Viscosity of air Reynolds Number 

RS1 50 m/s 0.02 (𝑘𝑔/𝑚𝑠) 8 × 104 

RS2 50 m/s 1.7894 × 10−5 (𝑘𝑔/𝑚𝑠) 1 × 108 

 666 

Figure 25 shows a comparison of the pressure distributions for the windward, crosswind and leeward 667 

sides, where direct comparison of RS1 and RS2 is made with TM1 and the wind tunnel test. A good 668 

correlation between RS1 and TM1 can be observed in all three directions, where the difference between 669 

them is no more than 5%. This shows that by altering the Reynolds number of the full-scale building, 670 

one could simulate the wind tunnel scale behaviour. RS2 shows the pressure distribution for the building 671 

at its full-scale, where fluid properties are not constrained. As can be observed from Figure 25a, the 672 

pressure variation at the windward faces does not show a significant variation. However, the leeward 673 

and the crosswind faces experience a noticeable variation in pressure between the scaled-down and full-674 

scale models. This is attributed towards the variations in the Reynolds number experienced by the 675 

structure at its full-scale in comparison to the scale-down models. The kinetic energy of the wind flowing 676 

past the structure is considerably higher for the case of RS2. This is due to the acceleration of wind 677 

around the structure causing a large suction force as per Bernoulli’s principle. This is verified when 678 

Figure 26 is observed where the graphical representation of pressure distributions of the full-scale model 679 

in comparison to TM1. It is noticeable how the negative pressures developed on the side are significantly 680 

higher in regions between the windward (0o) and the crosswind (90o) faces. With large negative pressure 681 

distributions located within this region, the resolved forces act in the opposite direction to that of the 682 

along-wind force. This means that the overall drag force on the structure is over-predicted if one were 683 

to use the scaled down pressure coefficients. Also, the local pressures on the façade could be severely 684 

under predicted which could lead to instability of both nonstructural and structural members at these 685 

locations.  686 
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(a) Windward (b) Leeward (c) Crosswind 

Figure 25: Pressure distribution comparison between WT, TM1, RS1 and RS2 

 687 

 

      

TM1-

Windward 
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Figure 26: Graphical representation of pressure distribution for TM1 and RS2 

5. CONCLUSIONS 688 

This paper presented a comparative study performed on mean wind pressure obtained from 689 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and wind tunnel approaches for a slender super-tall structure of 690 

406 m. The main focus of the study was to investigate the ability in using of RANS models in prediction 691 

of wind induce pressure on tall buildings. Three different types of turbulence models were employed 692 
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which included the two-equation realisable 𝑘 − 𝜀, 𝑘 − 𝜔 𝑆𝑆𝑇, and transition 𝑆𝑆𝑇 models. Different 693 

wall functions were investigated for the 𝑘 − 𝜀 model, as it is deemed as the industry standard where 694 

open flows are concerned. The influence of Reynolds number on the pressure reading was investigated 695 

for Reynolds numbers ranging from 104 (model scale) to 108 (full-scale). Thus, from the present study, 696 

the following conclusions can be drawn upon; 697 

• From the three different turbulence models used in this study, the 𝑘 − 𝜔 𝑆𝑆𝑇 model showed 698 

the closest prediction of pressure coefficients of the structure when compared with the wind 699 

tunnel results performed at the same Reynolds number.  700 

• It was shown that identification of the flow separation point is essential in achieving the correct 701 

flow characteristic in CFD analysis. The results revealed that to achieve this, a dimensionless 702 

wall distance (𝑦+) of less than 1 was required.  703 

• Streamline plots show that the vortices formed behind the structure directly correlates to the 704 

point of flow separation which determines its size. The differences between the turbulence 705 

models and its ability to correctly predict flow separation is evident when observing these plots. 706 

• A comparison of pressure distribution for a circular body with the Eurocode 1 was made. It was 707 

shown that the pressure predictions by using Eurocode 1 is conservative at low Reynolds 708 

numbers. It also showed that the magnitude of pressure and its distribution pattern were 709 

significantly different from each other when compared to both numerical and experimental 710 

results. Thus leading to the conclusion that the code shouldn’t be used for the estimation of 711 

pressure of super tall structures. 712 

• In the case for a full scale model it was shown that CFD results were closely matched with the 713 

wind tunnel data when its Reynolds number was matched to that of the wind tunnel scale. When 714 

the CFD analysis was performed at full-scale, the results showed disparity from the wind tunnel 715 

results. The full-scale model with its unaltered Reynolds number flow of 1 × 108, showed to 716 

have differences in terms of pressure predictions where the side suction is concerned. It was 717 

clear that the overall dynamic drag had reduced due to this, and significant differences were 718 

observable between the model-scale and the full-scale.  719 
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As a summary, use of CFD in predicting wind pressure on super-tall buildings can be considered as an 720 

alternative option to wind tunnel testing. It was shown that the accurate selection of turbulence models, 721 

wall functions, mesh configuration and model-scale improve the accuracy of the results generated from 722 

CFD analysis. One of the limitations of this study is the use of a steady solver and the resulting 723 

assumption of a smooth inflow. This limits the output to a time averaged solution where instantaneous 724 

pressure fluctuations cannot be monitored. Therefore, the method used in this study can be 725 

recommended for a preliminary design stage of a tall building where approximation of pressure values 726 

are sufficient. In order to further improve prediction of mean pressures, especially on the leeward face, 727 

the use of higher fidelity turbulence models such DDES model can improve predictions as shown. Also 728 

these transient simulations will enable the designer to record fluctuating pressures which are important 729 

at assessing the dynamic behaviour of buildings.  It’s clear that CFD can be used as an effective tool for 730 

structural design given that correct modelling techniques are adopted such as that presented in this paper.  731 
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